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NATURE OBSERVATORY OF AMAZONIA

Can you imagine the best way to become a part of a wildlife?What about pursuing the spirit
of the Amazon rainforest by climbing the suspended trail, cutting through the undiscovered
nooks of the wildness. What immediately strikes you is the sheer immensity of trees and the
uncountable amount of various types of vegetation that surrounds you. It's an overwhelming
display of nature in its most flamboyant expression of life. The visitors are led through the
floating ramp to enhance the experience of being surrounded by nature while carefully
protecting natural habitat. The spatial path walk, interweaving with the enormous trees,
provides environmentally-sensitive and intimate access to all the levels of the giant forest,
usually unreachable and unknown.
With each loop, a different layer of the jungle is discovered, simultaneously unveiling another
outlook at the surrounding. In the end, the journey rewards the explorer with a terrace,
providing a viewpoint overlooking the river's skyline. The forms are integrated with forest's
landscape, created in harmony with nature and local culture. After breathtaking tour one can
shelter inside an elliptical building. It only complements the major idea of open-air nature
observatory. The shape refers to the typical housing of wild tribes of Amazon Rainforest. It
facilitates visitors to feel the ambience of the unique location. Common spaces encourage to
socialize and share observations. Simple, rare architectural solutions enhance the feeling of
being close to nature. The proposed location of the observatory is on the banks of the Rio
Negro River in the heart of the jungle, adjacent to the National Park. The areas of Amazon's
tributaries usually offer more attractive landscapes than Amazon River itself.
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The spatial route enables to discover all the layers of the rainforest. Contrary to climbing
the vertical tower, the visitor can constantly admire the surrounding during pleasant walk.
Both the path and the stationary building are designed to provide the minimal harm to the
natural environment, the forest's floor. As a protection against flooding the elliptical
shelter-like building is raised on poles, over the surface of the soil or sometimes a body
of water. The floating path relies on the high trees (up to 40 m) for its structural support.
Therefore no additional pillars are needed.
The emphasis is put on using renewable, local materials such as bamboo. The wooden
construction is covered with flexible panels, consisting of bamboo frame and tight fabric
such as Vinyl-coated polyester or very persitant, self-cleaning by rain PTFE-coated
fiberglass.
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Entrance / information
Projection room,lectures
Exhibition space
Toilets
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Small gastronomy, kitchen
Relaxing common zone
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Additionally semi-translucent surface of the material allows the light to diffuse through it.
The building is equipped with netting to
The settlement is highly self-sufficient. The rain water is supplying the observatory and its
bathrooms. It is focused on eco-tourism therefore visitors should accept the natural
rhythm of the day. The white surface of the panels lightens up the dark space.

COMMON SPACE

Instead of creating the urban, modern center, the idea was to create an eco-lodge,
especially for people interested in active, back-to-nature vacation. It is the basic shelter
against rain and wild animals and provides all the necessary facilities.
The role of architecture in such exceptional location, marked with pure nature, is to
connect the visitors with the environment. The elliptical building surrounds the inner patio
covered with the local greenery. It becomes the tamed piece of the forest, an area of
direct contact with nature while visiting the observatory.
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Toilets
2 x Quadruple rooms
5 x Twin rooms
Staff rooms
Reception
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The proposed location is at close distance to Manaus. That makes it easily accessible by
water.
At the same time it is far enough to admire the real wildlife. The area of Rio Negro is rich
in National Parks . Additionally to the exact location mentioned, there is a possibility to
multiply the observatory and place it in different places along the whole Amazon River.
Due to the undisturbing character of the proposed architecture it can be treated as
repeatable. It should be situated in the place of previous forest clearance and be linked
to the river. The observatories can present different educational programs according to
the specific area and species. That will enable a trip down the Amazon River with stops
in various locations.
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